an inspired look ahead

Introducing the Corby Collection of wood veneer desks, tables and storage elements.

corby | new century modern
TM

Christopher Wright has reflected on the mid-century modern vernacular to design a
unique series of workplace furnishings that reward a new generation of pioneers and
nation builders.
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As the workplace continues to change, meetings and conferences can still be long days

luray | all day long
TM

with demanding agendas. Luray provides ample proportions and full back support in
an upholstered seating series to keep participants at their best. The polished aluminum
arm can be specified with a urethane or wood top cap. Contrasting stitching is also
available to complement a wide selection of Global textiles and quality leather coverings.
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Bring people together in a place where ideas, insight and inspiration can be shared.

river | a quiet harbor
TM

River supports an endless array of curvilinear and rectilinear configurations with three
back heights and benches. Seating and tables can be specified with power and USB
outlets for mobile devices. An optional HT construction lets River overachieve in high
traffic, high demand environments such as airports and universities.
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At last, a one-piece, indoor/outdoor, plastic stacking chair that exceeds BIFMA standards

bakhita | no ordinary plastic chair
TM

for workplace, hospitality and educational applications. The 2K molding technology is
complex; the result is sturdy, durable and designer friendly. Available with and without
arms in a neutral palette that will fit in everywhere.
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Our best selling work chair is now available in 10 mesh colors and a new fog grey frame

vion | keeps getting better
TM

finish. Vion reaches out with five different control mechanisms, two back heights, two
arm options, an upholstered back option and a full complement of side chairs, armchairs
and stools.
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As we step beyond the ‘cube farm’ and look for better ways to work together, SideBar

sidebar | working together
TM

responds with a diversity of benching and collaborative workplace formats. A range
of surface and storage heights, flexible footprints, personal touch points and a fullyintegrated 4 circuit, 8 wire system fulfills the power and data requirement. Finish the
fit with our Vion seating series.
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Simplicity. Proportion. Balance. Execution. These are the attributes of ML Park that endure

ml park | the forever style
TM

the coming and going of style. The series includes a lounge chair, a sofa in two widths
and an ottoman. Each is available with loose or secured back cushions and an optional
seamless seat to support the interior application. Designed by Richard Eppstadt.
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Introducing Novello, an innovative and dynamic expression of material science that

novello | by alessandro piretti
TM

synchronizes the seat and back with every movement. Available in ivory cloud, fog grey
or black with an optional upholstered back cushion. Designed exclusively for Global by
Alessandro Piretti.
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Camino is tailored to impress with transitional lines that complement both contemporary
and traditional interiors. Make it yours with Global’s high-performance textiles, vinyls or

camino | tailored to impress
TM

leathers. Piping is available on the arms, seat and back cushions for a formalized look.
Polished aluminum legs are also available on this new series. Coordinating coffee and
end tables in both wood solids and laminates complete the collection. Designed by
Chris Carter.
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A beautifully fluid structure and integrated mesh surface are unique to this new design

solar | workflow
TM

from Paul Brooks. The one-piece frame and matching base is available in Alabaster and
Asphalt along with four coordinating mesh colors. An integrated swivel tilt mechanism
supports meeting and collaborative applications, backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.
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Princeton is the original and continues beyond the work cubicle with new applications

princeton | the graduating class
TM

and new ways of working. Princeton tables integrate with storage and workplace
components to create meaningful collaboration spaces with power and USB charging
points for mobile devices. Refined touch points, thoughtful proportions, and quality
construction make Princeton a solution that will outperform your expectations.
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